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Abstract

Circumscription has been perceived as an elegant mathematical technique for

modeling nonmonotonic and commonsense reasoning� but di�cult to apply in

practice due to the use of second�order formulas� One proposal for dealing with

the computational problems is to identify classes of �rst�order formulas whose cir�

cumscription can be shown to be equivalent to a �rst�order formula� In previous

work� we presented an algorithm which reduces certain classes of second�order

circumscription axioms to logically equivalent �rst�order formulas� The basis for

the algorithm is an elimination lemma due to Ackermann� In this paper� we cap�

italize on the use of a generalization of Ackermann�s Lemma in order to deal with

a subclass of universal formulas called semi�Horn formulas� Our results subsume

previous results by Kolaitis and Papadimitriou regarding a characterization of cir�

cumscribed de�nite logic programs which are �rst�order expressible� The method

for distinguishing which formulas are reducible is based on a boundedness crite�

rion� The approach we use is to �rst reduce a circumscribed semi�Horn formula

to a �xpoint formula which is reducible if the formula is bounded� otherwise not�

In addition to a number of other extensions� we also present a �xpoint calculus

which is shown to be sound and complete for bounded �xpoint formulas�
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� Introduction

In recent years� a great deal of attention has been devoted to logics of �commonsense�
reasoning� Circumscription ���� one of the more in�uential formalisms� has been per	
ceived as an elegant mathematical technique for modeling nonmonotonic reasoning� but
di
cult to apply in practice� The circumscription technique transforms logical formulas
by adding an additional requirement of minimality for selected predicates in a theory�
The minimality requirement is enforced by adding a second	order formula to the the	
ory� The addition of a second	order formula to a set of �rst	order formulas generally
rules out the use of complete deductive systems for reasoning about the commonsense
theories�
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There have been a number of proposals for dealing with the computational prob	
lems� ranging from isolating classes of �rst	order formulas whose circumscription can
be compiled into logic programs ��� to developing more direct specialized inference
methods ���� ���� for similarly restricted classes of formulas� Yet another approach�
and the one we will consider here� is to identify classes of �rst	order formulas whose
circumscription can be shown to be equivalent to a �rst order formula� The obvious
advantage of this approach is that classical theorem	proving techniques can be used to
reason about commonsense theories�
In previous work� Doherty et� al� ���� described a general method which can be

used in an algorithmic manner to reduce certain classes of second	order circumscription
axioms to logically equivalent �rst	order formulas� The elimination algorithm �which
will be referred to as the �DLS algorithm�� takes as input an arbitrary second	order
formula and either returns as output an equivalent �rst	order formula� or terminates
with failure� Of course� failure does not imply that there is no �rst	order equivalent� only
that the algorithm can not �nd one� The DLS algorithm is based on a lemma proved by
Ackermann ��� in ���� In addition� we have shown that the DLS algorithm essentially
subsumes all previous results for reducing circumscription axioms ���� Although a step
in the right direction� the DLS algorithm is essentially limited� to those input formulas
that are separable �see ����� An obvious line of research is to investigate whether and
in what ways the current algorithm can be extended to deal with classes of formulas
which are non	separable�
The class of non	separable formulas has previously been investigated by a number

of researchers� Lifschitz ���� who characterized the class of separable formulas� observed
that there are non	separable formulas that can be reduced to equivalent �rst	order
formulas and those that can not� In fact� Lifschitz presented an example of a non	
separable circumscribed theory that is not �rst	order expressible� where only universal
formulas consisting of a conjunction of function	free Horn clauses are used� Kolaitis
and Papadimitriou ��� continued the investigation and were interested in �nding a
computationally useful characterization of universal formulas �of which the function	free
Horn clauses are a subclass� that have a �rst	order circumscription� They approached
the problem by establishing a connection between the circumscription of a conjunction
of function	free Horn clauses and the convergence of the corresponding logic program�
They showed that the circumscription of a conjunction of Horn clauses is �rst	order if
and only if the corresponding program is bounded�
In this paper� we continue the line of research pursued by Kolaitis and Papadim	

itriou in the following manner� We �rst provide a re	characterization of the Kolaitis
and Papadimitriou result in terms of the more general setting of the DLS algorithm
described in Doherty et� al� ���� Since we will focus on classes of formulas that are
not separable� the DLS algorithm is inadequate� Fortunately� a generalization of this
algorithm� described in Nonengart and Szalas ���� can be used for this purpose� Nonen	
gart and Szalas consider the problem of �nding automated techniques for modal logic
correspondence theory� The idea is to �nd algorithms for the automatic synthesis of
correspondence axioms expressed in classical logic�
Given a modal logic schema as input� in the best case� such algorithms return

the corresponding �rst	order formula� Unfortunately� it is well known that certain
modal schemas� such as L�ob�s schema� are not �rst	order de�nable� In cases where

�In fact� the algorithm can deal with certain classes of non�separable formulas given additional
heuristics	



modal schemas can not be reduced to �rst	order formulas� the Ackermann technique is
inadequate and sometimes results in in�nite formulas� One way to deal with a larger
class of modal schemas is to generalize the Ackermann technique by allowing �xpoint
operators within formulas output by the algorithm� Since unbounded formulas behave
in a similar manner� a similar approach can also be used to reduce circumscribed semi	
Horn formulas to a classical language extended with �xpoint operators� In the case
where the circumscribed formula given as input is bounded and can be put in the
proper input form� the technique returns as output a �xpoint formula which can then
be shown to be �rst	order de�nable� In the case where its input is not bounded� the
technique returns a non	reducible �xpoint formula�
In addition to providing the re	characterization� the original result shown by Kolaitis

and Papadimitriou is extended in several respects�

� Our result applies to a subclass of universal formulas� called semi�Horn formulas�
rather than de�nite logic programs� which are a subclass of semi	Horn formulas�

� An explicit de�nition of the minimized predicate is returned as part of the output�
This is the only place where �xpoint operators appear�

� Based on the use of a theorem concerning separated formulas �due to Lifschitz �����
our result can be extended to a larger class than semi	Horn formulas� We allow
formulas with arbitrary �purely negative� parts for the minimized predicate�

Finally� we provide a basis for theorem proving for the bounded subclass of circum	
scribed semi	Horn formulas by presenting a proof system for the �xpoint calculus which
is shown to be both sound and complete for bounded �xpoint formulas�
The paper is organized as follows� In Section � a brief description of circumscrip	

tion is provided together with the Ackermann Lemma which is used as a basis for the
DLS algorithm and its generalization� In Section �� a brief introduction to the �xpoint
calculus is provided together with a central theorem which generalizes the Ackermann
technique to the �xpoint operator extension� In Section �� which presents the main
results� the earlier Kolaitis and Papadimitriou result is described together with its
generalization and re	characterization in terms of the �xpoint calculus� The main sub	
sumption theorem is then presented together with a further generalization for arbitrary
�purely negative parts� of the minimized predicate in a semi	Horn formula� In Sec	
tion �� a proof theory for the �xpoint calculus is presented that is shown to be sound
and complete for bounded �xpoint formulas� We then conclude with a discussion�

� Preliminaries

��� Notation

An n	ary predicate expression is any expression of the form �x� A�x�� where x is a tuple
of n individual variables and A�x� is any formula of �rst	 or second	order classical logic�
If U is an n	ary predicate expression of the form �x� A�x� and � is a tuple of n terms�
then U��� stands for A���� As usual� a predicate constant P is identi�ed with the
predicate expression �x� P �x�� Similarly� a predicate variable � is identi�ed with the
predicate expression �x� ��x��
Truth values true and false are denoted by � and �� respectively�



If U and V are predicate expressions of the same arity� then U � V stands for
�x� U�x� � V �x�� If U � �U�� � � � � Un� and V � �V�� � � � � Vn� are similar tuples of
predicate expressions� i�e� Ui and Vi are of the same arity� � � i � n� then U � V is an
abbreviation for

Vn
i���Ui � Vi�� We write U � V for �U � V � � �V � U�� and U � V

for �U � V � � ��V � U ��
If A is a formula� �� � ���� � � � � �n� and �� � ���� � � � � �n� are tuples of any expressions�

then A��� 	 ��� stands for the formula obtained from A by simultaneously replacing
each occurrence of �i by �i �� � i � n�� For any tuple �x � �x�� � � � xn� of individual
variables and any tuple �t � �t�� � � � tn� of terms� we write �x � �t to denote the formula
x� � t�� 
 
 
 �xn � tn� We write �x �� �t as an abbreviation for ���x � �t��

��� De�nitions

We will be primarily concerned with the Horn clause subclass of universal formulas�
The following de�nitions will be used for de�ning logic programs�

De�nition 	�� A �rst	order sentence T is said to be existential �universal� i� it is of
the form �x� T� �resp� �x� T��� where T� is quanti�er free�

De�nition 	�	 �Horn Clause� A Horn clause �w�r�t� predicate P � is an expression of
the form�

��x��z�A��x� �z� P � � P ��x���

where A��x� �z� P � is a conjunction of positive atomic formulas� possibly including P �

De�nition 	�
 �Logic Program� A de�nite logic program �w�r�t� P � is a conjunction
of Horn clauses �w�r�t� P � of the form�

k�

i��

��x�zi �Ai��x� zi� P � � P ��x��� ���

A semi�Horn formula is a formula of the form ��� except that atoms other than P may
be negative in Ai��x� �z� P �� for i � k�

It is easily observed that any semi	Horn formula is equivalent to a formula of the
form�

��x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi� P �� � P ��x��� ���

� Circumscription

Since we primarily focus on the Horn clause subclass of universal formulas� we restrict
ourselves to the following non	variable form of second	order circumscription�

De�nition 
�� �Second�Order Circumscription Let P be a tuple of distinct pred	
icate constants and let T �P � be a sentence� The second�order circumscription of P in
T �P � written CircSO�T �P �� is the sentence

T �P � � ��� �T ��� � � � P � ��

where � is a tuple of variables similar to P �



Observe that �� can be rewritten as

T �P � � �� �T ��� � �� � P �� � �P � ����

From the point of view of the elimination of second	order quanti�cation� it is gen	
erally su
cient to consider only the second	order part of the above formula� i�e�

�� �T ��� � �� � P �� � �P � ���� ���

De�nition 
�	 A predicate variable � occurs positively �resp� negatively� in a formula
A if the conjunctive normal form of A contains a subformula of the form ���t� �resp�
����t��� A formula A is said to be positive �resp� negative� w�r�t� � i� all occurrences
of � in A are positive �resp� negative��

De�nition 
�
 Let � be either a predicate constant or a predicate variable and � be
a tuple of predicate constants or a tuple of predicate variables� Then

� a formula T ��� is said to be separated w�r�t� � i� it is of the form T�����T����
where T���� is positive w�r�t� � and T� is negative w�r�t� �� and

� a sentence T is said to be separable w�r�t� � i� T is equivalent to a formula of the
form

m�

i��

�Bi��� � �U i � ��� ���

where Bi��� is a formula containing no positive occurrences of predicate constants
�variables� from � and each U i is an n	tuple of predicate expressions not containing
predicate constants �variables� of ��

��� DLS Algorithm

In this section� we brie�y describe the DLS algorithm mentioned in the introduction�
Its complete formulation can be found in ���� The algorithm was originally formulated
in a weaker form in ����� in the context of modal logics� It is based on Ackermann�s
techniques developed in connection with the elimination problem �see �����The DLS
algorithm is based on the following lemma� proved by Ackermann in ��� �see ����� The
proof can also be found in �����

Lemma 
�� �Ackermann Lemma Let � be a predicate variable and A��x�� B���
be formulas without second	order quanti�cation� Let B��� be positive w�r�t� � and let
A contain no occurrences of � at all� Then the following equivalences hold�

����x����x�A��x� �z���B��	 ��� � B��	 A��x� �z�� ���

����x�����x�A��x� �z���B��� � B��	 A��x� �z�� ���

where in the righthand formulas the arguments �x of A are each time substituted by the
respective actual arguments of � �renaming the bound variables whenever necessary��



The DLS algorithm is based on eliminating second	order quanti�ers of the input for	
mula using a combination of applications of Lemma �� together with various syntactic
transformations which preserve equivalence� One of the main restrictions of the DLS
algorithm is that it does not allow clauses which contain both positive and negative
occurrences of the predicate symbol which is being eliminated� In other words� formu	
las input to the DLS algorithm must essentially be separable� In Section �� the use of
Lemma �� will be generalized to deal with input consisting of non	separable formulas�
among others�

� Fixpoint Calculus

Let LI be the classical �rst	order logic� In order to de�ne the �xpoint calculus LF � we
extend LI by allowing the least �xpoint operator 	��A���� where A is positive w�r�t�
�� We abbreviate a formula of the form �	����A���� by 
��A���� It is sometimes
convenient to indicate the individual variables that are bound by the �xpoint operators
	 and 
� We write 	����x� and 
����x� to indicate that the tuple �x of variables is bound
by a �xpoint operator�
Every formula A��� which is positive w�r�t� � is monotone� Consequently� by the

Knaster  Tarski �xpoint theorem� we are assured that the �xpoints we consider are
well de�ned� Moreover� the �xpoints have the following nice characterization�

	��A��� �
�

���

A���� ���

for an ordinal ��

De�nition ��� The least ordinal � for which equivalence ��� holds is called the closure
ordinal for A����
A �xpoint formula is called bounded i� it contains only �xpoint operators with �nite

closure ordinals�

Note that 	���x��A��� is the least �w�r�t� �� formula B��x� such that

B��x� � A��	 B��x���

The following theorem is proved in ���� It is used as a basis for our characterization
result in Section ��

Theorem ��� Assume that all occurrences of the predicate variable � in the formula
B bind only variables�

� if A and B are negative w�r�t� � then the closure ordinal for A���� is less than
or equal to �� and

����y ����y�A�������B����� � B���	 
����y��A����� ���

� if A and B are positive w�r�t� � then the closure ordinal for A��� is less than or
equal to �� and

����y�����y�A������B���� � B��	 
���y��A���� ����

where the above substitutions exchange the variables bound by �xpoint operators by
the corresponding actual variables of the substituted predicate�

Note both the similarity with Lemma �� and that the restriction of separability
can be relaxed due to Theorem ����



� A Characterization Result

In this section� we �rst present the original result of Kolaitis and Papadimitriou who
characterize the class of circumscribed function	free de�nite logic programs which are
�rst	order expressible� We then provide a re	characterization of circumscribed semi	
Horn formulas in terms of the extended �xpoint language� Since de�nite logic programs
are a subclass of semi	Horn formulas� the new characterization applies to the class of
logic programs considered by Kolaitis and Papadimitriou� We then present a theorem
which characterizes the class of circumscribed semi	Horn formulas which are �rst	order
expressible and which subsumes the Kolaitis and Papadimitriou result�

��� Kolaitis and Papadimitriou Result

Kolaitis and Papadimitriou ��� consider the circumscription of function	free de�nite
logic programs and prove the following result�

Theorem ��� Let P be a predicate and !�P � be a de�nite logic program of the form�

��x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi� P �� � P ��x��� ����

Then CircSO�!�P �� P � is equivalent to a �rst	order formula i�
	P ��x���

Wk
i�� �zi Ai��x� zi� P �� is bounded�

��� A Characterization Result

Before presenting the main result� we �rst provide a characterization of circumscribed
semi	Horn formulas in terms of the extended �xpoint language�

Lemma ��� Let P be a predicate and !�P � be a semi	Horn formula of the form

��x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi� P �� � P ��x��� ����

Then CircSO�!�P �� P � �

�!�P ����x�P ��x� � 	���x��
k�

i��

�ziAi��x� zi����� ���

Proof
Consider the second order part of CircSO�!�P �� P �� According to ���� it is equivalent
to

�� �!��� � �� � P �� � �P � ���� ����

In order to apply Theorem ���� we �rst have to negate this formula� obtaining

�� �!��� � �� � P ����P � ���

which is equivalent to

�� !��� � ��x�����x�P ��x�����x�P ��x������x��� ����



Replacing !��� by its de�nition ���� in ���� results in the equivalent formula

�� ��x���
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi�������x���

��x�����x�P ��x�����x�P ��x������x��� ����

The application of Theorem ��� to ���� results in the formula

��x�
����x����
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi�������x���

��x�P ��x��
����x����
Wk
i�� �zi Ai��x� zi������ ����

In order to re	obtain a formula equivalent to ����� ���� has to be negated� This results
in

��x��	���x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi���� � P ��x�� �

��x�P ��x� � 	���x��
Wk
i�� �zi Ai��x� zi����� ����

Now by application of the Park rule ���� to formula ���� we can infer that !�P � implies

��x��	P ��x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi� P �� � P ��x���

i�e� !�P � together with ���� is equivalent to ����
Observe that Lemma ��� provides an explicit de�nition of the minimized predicate

P in the circumscribed semi	Horn formula� In addition� the only place that a �xpoint
operator appears is in the explicit de�nition for the minimized predicate�
The following theorem subsumes Theorem ��� of Kolaitis and Papadimitriou and is

substantially stronger�

Theorem ��	 Let P be a predicate and !�P � be a semi	Horn formula of the form
given in Lemma ���� Then CircSO�!�P �� P � is equivalent to a �rst	order formula i�
the �xpoint formula

	���x���
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi���� ����

is bounded�

Proof
If formula ���� is bounded then it is equivalent to a �nite disjunction� i�e� to a �rst	
order formula� Thus by equivalence ��� of Lemma ���� CircSO�!�P �� P � is equivalent
to a �rst	order formula�
Assume that formula ���� is not bounded and suppose that it is equivalent to a

�rst	order formula� say A� Thus

�

m��

�
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi����
m � A� ����

This implies that

f
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi����
m � m � �g j� A�



where j� is the semantic consequence relation of the classical �rst	order logic� By
compactness of j� we conclude that there is a �nite S � f

Wk
i�� �zi Ai��x� zi����m � m �

�g such that S j� A� Obviously� A implies the conjunction of all formulas of S thus A
is equivalent to the conjunction of all formulas of S� i�e� formula ���� is bounded�
Observe that due to the dual form ���� of Theorem ���� P can be replaced by �P �

in Theorem ����

��� Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the above results� in particular Lemma ����

Example ��� Consider !�P � consisting of the semi	Horn formulas

�x���Q�x��P �g�x��� � P �x�� and
�x�Q�x� � P �x���

According to ���� !�P � is equivalent to

�x����Q�x��P �g�x���Q�x�� � P �x��� ����

According to Lemma ���� CircSO�!�P �� P � is equivalent to

!�P ���x�P �x� � 	��x�����Q�x����g�x���Q�x����

i�e� to

!�P ���x�P �x� � 	��x�����g�x��Q�x����

Formula 	��x�����g�x��Q�x�� is not bounded and therefore� according to Theorem ����
formula ���� is not reducible to a formula in classical �rst	order logic�

Example ��	 Consider !�P � consisting of semi	Horn formulas

�x���Q�x��P �g�x��� � P �x�� and
�x��Q�x��P �f�x��� � P �x���

According to ���� !�P � is equivalent to

�x����Q�x��P �g�x����Q�x��P �f�x���� � P �x��� ����

According to Lemma ���� CircSO�!�P �� P � is equivalent to

!�P ���x�P �x� � 	��x�����Q�x����g�x����Q�x����f�x������

Unfolding formula 	��x�����Q�x����g�x����Q�x����f�x����� one can easily observe
that it is bounded and equivalent to �� Therefore� formula ���� is reducible to a formula
in classical �rst	order logic� namely to !�P ���x�P �x� � ���



��� Extending the Characterization Result

In this section� we extend the characterization result in Theorem ��� to semi	Horn
formulas with arbitrary �purely negative parts�� The extension is based on a result by
Lifschitz in ��� where he proposed an optimization of circumscription formulas� based
on the following proposition �Proposition ��� of �����

Proposition ��� If B�P � is negative w�r�t� P � then the circumscription
CircSO�A�P ��B�P �� P � is equivalent to CircSO�A�P �� P ��B�P ��

This proposition allows us to move the �purely negative part� of a formula being
circumscribed outside the circumscription if the negative part can be separated from
the positive part of the formula being circumscribed� Consequently our main theorem
can be generalized to formulas with arbitrary �purely negative parts�� This is shown
in the following theorem�

Theorem ��
 Theorem ��� holds for !�P � of the form !��P ��!��P �� where !� is a
semi	Horn formula of the form

��x��
k�

i��

�zi Ai��x� zi� P �� � P ��x��� ���

and !��P � is negative w�r�t� P �

Observe that in the above theorem� !��P � is arbitrary and does not have to be a
semi	Horn formula�

� A Proof System for Bounded Fixpoint Calculus

The following section is somewhat independent from the previous sections with the
exception of the use of the Park rule in the proof of Theorem ���� We describe a sound
and complete proof system for the bounded �xpoint calculus which should be viewed
as providing a possible basis for theorem proving in the extended logical language used
in the paper�
Consider any sound and complete proof system S for the classical �rst	order logic�

By S� we shall mean S augmented with the following axiom ���� and inference rule
�����

�S� 	��A��� � A�	��A���� ����

A�I� � I �S� 	��A��� � I �Park rule� ����

This proof system is an obvious generalization of known proof systems for the proposi	
tional 		calculus �see� e�g�� ����� It seems weak� On the other hand� as we show below�
it is sound and complete for bounded �xpoint formulas� Some more general �however
not e�ective� proof systems� sound and complete for any �xpoint formulas� are to be
found e�g� in ���� ���

Theorem ��� The Proof system S� is sound and complete for the �xpoint calculus
with bounded �xpoint formulas�



Proof
Soundness of S� can be proved by applying standard techniques�
In order to show completeness of S� it su
ces to prove that for any classical �rst	

order formulas I� A���� if �xpoint formula 	��A��� is bounded then

j� 	��A��� � I implies �S� 	��A��� � I�

�In such a case any bounded �xpoint formula can be proved equivalent to a �rst	order
formula� This allows us to eliminate �xpoint operators from formulas and reduce the
reasoning to classical �rst	order calculus��
Assume that j� 	��A��� � I� First let us show that �S� 	��A��� � I� Since

	��A��� is bounded� it is equivalent to
W
i�nA

i���� for some n � �� Thus
W
i�n A

i���
is a �xpoint of A���� so we have�

j� A�
�

i�n

Ai���� �
�

i�n

Ai���� ����

Formula ���� is a classical �rst	order formula� thus

�S� A�
�

i�n

Ai���� �
�

i�n

Ai����

i�e�� by application of Park rule �����

�S� 	��A��� �
�

i�n

Ai����

Of course� �S�
W
i�nA

i��� � I� thus also �S� 	��A��� � I�

In order to show that �S� I � 	��A��� it su
ces to note that for any k � ��

�S� A
k��� � 	��A����

The proof of this claim is carried out by induction on k� If k � � then the result is
obvious� since A���� � �� Now assume the claim holds for some k � �� We thus have
that

�S� A
k��� � 	��A����

Since A is positive �thus monotone� w�r�t� �� it follows that

�S� A�A
k���� � A�	��A����� i�e� �S� A

k����� � A�	��A�����

By axiom ���� we have that �S� A�	��A���� � 	��A��� which proves the claim�
The result now follows from boundedness of 	��A����

� Conclusions

We have provided a characterization result for the class of circumscribed semi	Horn for	
mulas which are �rst	order expressible� The approach used is based on a generalization
of a lemma due to Ackermann for eliminating second	order quanti�ers� In our case�
the elimination technique results in a �xpoint formula which if bounded is �rst	order
de�nable� and if not� may still be used for reasoning in a suitable �xpoint calculus�
One advantage of the approach is that the characterization integrates nicely with an
existing algorithm for reducing certain classes of second	order circumscription axioms



to equivalent �rst	order formulas� In addition� the characterization provides an explicit
de�nition of the minimized predicate� where the use of �xpoints is restricted to just
the de�nition� Even if certain circumscribed formulas are not �rst	order expressible�
this approach still allows reasoning about such theories in a suitable �xpoint calculus�
It remains to be investigated just how far the characterization results can be extend	
ed and how practical the use of �xpoint calculi are in application domains that use
circumscription as a technique�
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